
World Book day has inspired young and older readers to 
ignite their passion for reading. You will remember that in 
the Autumn Term we dedicated a whole week to reading 
with our ‘Reading Champions Week’, which was a huge 
success. Now, that is not to say that the school only 
encourages a passion for reading in dedicated weeks, so we 
will be marking World Book Day with activities in school 
to continue to drive the vital enthusiasm for books. We will 

be focussing on the #ShareAStory strategy, which highlights 
the importance of spending just 10 minutes a day reading 
and sharing stories with children. If parents wish to join in 
and share photos of the stories they are sharing, we would 
love to see them and should you wish you can post your 
photo on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter using  
#ShareAStory. 
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£1 Book tokens will be sent 
home with this newsletter to be 
spent at Booksellers nationwide. 
WHSmith in Beverley and Hull 

usually take part.



Get Wrapped Up with a Book 

Parent/Carers may have heard or seen the idea of 
wrapping up a book which you have read, but no 
longer need and leaving it somewhere for someone to 
find and then read themselves. We would like to do 
the same! If you have any unwanted, but in good 
readable condition books then please wrap them up 
and write on the front of the wrapping paper the 
following information: 

 - Recommended Age 

 - Genre 

- - A brief description (without giving away the 
characters names or detail to reveal the book hidden 
inside! 

- Wrapped books can be handed into the school office 
anytime in the week of 26th Feb. There will be a 
stall for people to collect a ‘new’ book after school 
3.15pm - 3.40pm on the 1st March. We hope you 
can support us in this and share a 
story in this way! ‘Are you sitting comfortably? 

Then I’ll begin…’ 

During Worship time the staff will be able to read 
excerpts from their favourite stories and the older 
children will have the chance to read to the 
younger children and discuss why they are 
enjoyed so much. So, please could I ask that 
children bring in one of their favourite books to 
share on the 1st March. 

The outdoor classroom will also be used as an 
area for children to listen to a story being read or a 
space for them to share a story with their friends. 

Pick an Author! 

Look out for a themed homework 
(Y1-6) where we would like your child 
to research an author and create a 
report on the author to tell us 
something about the author of their 
choice.


